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MEET MELANIE HICK
Melanie Hick is a Melbourne-born, London-based bespoke garden

designer specialising in creating beautiful spaces with
sustainability and climate-consideration built into every layer of

their creation. As a lifelong gardener and lover of the great
outdoors, Melanie passionately believes in helping people to get
the most out of their gardens, using them to connect deeply with

nature and each other.









 WHAT IS CLIMATE-FORWARD?

Climate-forward is putting climate at the front of conversations about your
garden. 

Style, luxury and entertaining spaces are assured, so let’s talk about how all
these elements can be delivered to benefit the climate. 

Because we have one planet, and we know that we owe it to our future
generations to take care of it. 

Here are five top sustainability tips that are on display in the Climate-
Forward Garden.

Look to tough plants. Many plants from Australia will endure our
changing climate in the UK. Look for hardy plants that withstand frosts
and drought like the Mount Buffalo Eucalyptus, a small species that suits
compact gardens. 
Lower CO2. We're using ground screws to secure our fence to do away
with concrete, which emits CO2 as it sets. You can easily do this in your
garden when next replacing a fence or building a garden room. 
Think permeable. Gravel is an excellent material for sustainable rainfall
management in gardens for several reasons. Gravel is highly permeable,
allowing rainwater to soak away into the soil easily rather than running
off and causing erosion or flooding. 
Add habitat. Creating wildlife habitats encourages biodiversity. I have
added custom-made habitat poles for solitary bees of all sizes, but you
could leave piles of twigs and exposed sand to treat your insects to a new
home. 
Get recycling. Recycled and reclaimed timber reduces the need to fell
virgin forest. Ours comes from some spectacular sites around the UK
such as piers and wharves. Re-using planters like our old water tanks
reduces landfill and gives these functioning items a second life.







MEDIA ENQUIRIES

For media and press enquiries about the ‘Climate-
Forward Garden’ at RHS Hampton Court Flower

Show, and to arrange interviews with Melanie Hick
or to request images and photocall opportunities,
please contact the Honest Communications team:

hello@honestcommunications.co.uk | 01332 653693
beth@honestcommunications.co.uk | 07930 515431
holly@honestcommunications.co.uk | 07961 205812

Visit melaniehick.com for more information 


